
P R A C T I C e

MCI Practice was developed from the demand of Japan Tour players looking for a 
shaft that could help them find a repeatable tempo and expose any swing 
sequence flaws.

The golf swing is a series of loading and unloading from takeaway to impact. The 
MCI Practice iron shaft was designed to amplify the feel of this loading and 
unloading to help expose and prevent a number of flaws throughout the swing. MCI 
Practice can help issues you may have with quick takeaway, early release, casting, 
flipping and out of sequence tempo. Its lightweight design and extremely soft 
profile will expose these issues, giving you enhanced and direct feedback that you 
can feel to make adjustments for a more sequential, consistent swing. MCI Practice 
PLUS (102g) was recently added for golfers looking for a heavier, tapered tip model.

MODEL

MCI PRACTICE
PLUS

MCI PRACTICE

LENGTH

37.5

37.5 102 2.3 TAPERED .355 .590

70.5 3.1 5.9 .370 .600

WEIGHT TORQUE PAR. TIP TIP DIA. BUTT DIA.

200

190

CPM (7 IRON)

335

335

PRO 95i (7 IRON)

NOTE - while the parallel tip is 5.9”, we suggest a maximum tipping of .5” and to cut the butt of the 
shaft when trimming for length – for BOTH models.
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7 IRON - PITCHING WEDGE

WEDGE

PUTTER (PLUMBERS NECK ONLY)

Used to correct full swing issues like quick takeaway and tempo, early 
release, casting and flipping at impact.

Used to promote less hand and wrist movement, deceleration, guiding ball to target.

Used to help promote proper tempo and timing for a more consistent stroke.

MCT – Fujikura’s proprietary Metal Composite Technology is incorporated in this design to add weight 
while ensuring the club’s swingweight is achieved in this ultra-soft design.

Utilizes a fiberglass material and low modulus composite to create the lightweight, soft design profiles.
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